Colonial Circuits Exhibits at PCB West

Mark Osborn, President and founder of Colonial Circuits announced recently that his company will be exhibiting at this year’s PCB West Designers Conference to be held the week of September 8th at the Santa Clara Convention Center, Santa Clara, California. The exhibition itself will be held on Wednesday, September 10th.

Commenting on the show, Colonial’s sales manager said, “This is a good show for us and one of the best ones we attend. We like it because it gives us the chance to meet with so many engineers and designers to discuss their new printed circuit board needs. It is specifically appropriate because we are so involved in building new products for the defense and aerospace markets.”

Visit Colonial Circuits at Booth 419

About Colonial Circuits:

Colonial Circuits is one of the industry’s foremost providers of high technology printed circuit boards. In business for over 33 years the company produces the highest quality circuit boards for the military, aerospace and commercial markets.

They are fully ITAR registered and are qualified to build military and defense boards as well as commercial boards. They are also the first PCB fabricator to qualify for the new IPC 1071 Specification.

Besides rigid boards in a variety of materials including thermal management materials they also produce flex and rigid flex printed circuits.

Whatever their customer needs are from small run quick turn products in as little as 24 hours to mid to large volume runs, Colonial can be there for their customers.

Rated as one of the top companies in the country we are very pleased to represent Colonial circuits.

For more information go to: www.colonialcircuits.com